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Current
Webelos /AOL Elective Adventure
A
I Earth Rocks

1 Do the following:
1.
a. Explain the meaaning of the word “geoology.”
b. Explain why thiss kind of science is ann important part of yoour world.
c. Share with your family or with your deen what you learned about the meaning of
o
g
geology.
2 Look for different kinds
2.
k
of rocks or mineerals while on a rock hunt with your familyy or
y den.
your
3 Do the following:
3.
a. Identify the rocks you see on your rock hunt. Use the infoormation in your
h
handbook
to determinne which types of roccks you have collected.
b. With a magnifyinng glass, take a closeer look at your collecttion. Determine any
d
differences
between your
y specimens.
c. Share what you see with your family or den.
4 Do the following:
4.
a. With your familyy or den, make a mineeral test kit, and test minerals according too
t Mohs scale of minneral hardness.
the
b. Record the results in your handbook..
55. With your family orr den, identify on a rooad map of your statee some geological
f
features
in your area.
6 Do the following:
6.
a. Identify some off the geological building materials used in building your home.
b. Identify some off the geological materrials used around youur community.
c. Record the itemss you find.
7 Do either 7a or 7b:
7.
a. Go on an outing with your family or den
d to one of the nearby locations you
d
discovered
on your sttate map, and recordd what you see as youu look at the
g
geographical
surroundings. Share with your family or den whilee on this outing whatt
y notice that might change this location in the future (wind, water,
you
w
ice, drought,
e
erosion).
b. Do the following:
I. With your famiily or your den, visit with
w a geologist or eaarth scientist and
d
discover
the many caareer fields that are inncluded in the sciencee of geology.
ii. Ask the geologist or earth scientistt about the importancce of fossils that are
f
found.
Iii. Ask the geoloogist or earth scientisst what you can do to help preserve our
n
natural
resources.
8 Do at least one earrth science demonstrration or investigationn with your den or witth
8.
a
adult
supervision, andd explore geology in action.

vs.

Modiified Adventure Requirementts

*

Webelo
os /AOL Elective Adventure: Eartth Rocks
I Commplete all Requiremments.
1. Do the followingg:
a. Explain the meaning
m
of the word “geology.”
b. Explain why this
t kind of science is an important partt of your world.
2. Look for differennt kinds of rocks or minerals while on a rock hunt with yourr
family or your den.
3. Do the followingg:
a. Identify the roocks you see on youur rock hunt. Use thee information in your
handbook to deterrmine which types oof rocks you have colllected.
b. With a magniifying glass, take a ccloser look at your collection.
c
Determinee
any differences beetween your specimeens.
c. Share what you
y see with your fam
mily or den.
4. Do the followingg:
a. With your fam
mily or den, make a mineral test kit, andd test minerals
according to the Mohs
M
scale of mineraal hardness.
b. Record the reesults in your handbbook.
5. Identify on a maap of your state som
me geological featurees in your area.
6. Do the followingg:
a. Identify somee of the geological bbuilding materials ussed in building
your home.
b. Identify somee of the geological m
materials used around your community.
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EARTH ROCKS!

Webelos/AOL Elective Adventure: Earth Rocks!
1. Do the following:
a. Explain the meaning of the word “geology.”
b. Explain why this kind of science is an important part of your world.
c. Share with your family or with your den what you learned about the
meaning of geology.
2. Look for different kinds of rocks or minerals while on a rock hunt with your
family or your den.
3. Do the following:
a. Identify the rocks you see on your rock hunt. Use the chart in your handbook that shows the three kinds of rocks and describes minerals to determine which types of rocks you have collected.
b. With a magnifying glass, take a closer look at your collection. Determine
any differences between your specimens.
C. Share what you see with your family or den.
4. Do the following:
a. With your family or den, make a mineral test kit, and test rocks according to
the Mohs scale of mineral hardness.
b. Record the results in your handbook.
5. With your family or den, identify on a road map of your state some geological
features in your area.
6. Do the following:
a. Identify some of the geological building materials used in building your
home.
b. Identify some of the geological materials used around your community.
c. Record the items you find.
Do either 7a or 7b:
a. Go on an outing with your family or den to one of the nearby locations you discovered on your state map, and record what you see as you look at the geographical surroundings. Share with your family or den while on this outing what
you notice that might change this location in the future (wind, water, ice,
drought, erosion).
b. Do the following:
i. With your family or your den, visit with a geologist or earth scientist
and discover the many career fields that are included in the science of
geology.
ii. Ask the geologist or earth scientist about the importance of fossils that
are found.
iii. Ask the geologist or earth scientist what you can do to help preserve
our natural resources.
8. Do at least one earth science demonstration or investigation with your
den or with adult supervision, and explore geology in action.
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Snapshot of Adventure
Rocks and minerals are more than just
things that lie in the ground. Yes, they
help form our planet, but people also use
them to create things that make our lives
easier. In this adventure, you11 dig into
the world of rocks and minerals and
discover some surprises about the science
of geology-like how the ground beneath
your feet is constantly on the move.

REQUIREMENT

1A

I

Explain

meaning of the word •geology.•

the
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REQUIREMENT lB I Explain why thia
kind of adence b an important part of
your world.

REQUIREMENT 1C I Share with your
family or den what you learned about
the meaning of geology.

Geology is the study of the earth,
including the materials it is made of, the
structure of those materials, and the
processes that act on them. An important
part of geology is studying how the earth
changes over time. While the earth might
not seem to change much, it is actually
always changing. Wind and rain wear down
mountains, earthquakes shake the ground,
and volcanoes spew melted rock into the air.
Even the continents are moving. North
America is actually moving to the westsouthwest about an inch a year!

Horseshoe Bend, Arizona
A geologist is a scientist who studies the
earth. Some geologists study how the earth
was formed and how it changes. Other
geologists study earthquakes and volcanoes
and try to reduce the damage they cause by
learning how to predict them. Still others
work to improve our lives by using rocks
and minerals to supply many of the things
we use every day.
Petroleum geologists study the earth's
natural resources of oil and gas.
Engineering geologists and structural
geologists work on building projects.
Hydrogeologists work with our water
resources. Environmental geologists study
the effects we humans have on our planet
Earth. What type of geologist would you
like to be?
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REQUIREMENT 2 I Look for different
kinda of rocb or mineral, while on a
rock hunt with your family or your
den.

Everywhere you look there are rocks and
minerals. They are part of your world every
day. Some rocks are small pebbles, and some
are gigantic mountains. Your own
backyard and neighborhood are good places
to begin collecting rocks. Think about how
these rocks were formed and how they
ended up where you found them.

Collecting Specimens
One way to begin a collection of geologic
specimens is to visit a business that sells
building stone or makes gravestones. These
businesses might have small scraps of
marble, granite, sandstone, limestone,
pumice, shale, or slate they will give you. A
nearby science museum might also have
rock specimens for sale.

You can also go on a field trip. If possible,
go with a rock hound, a collector who
knows a lot about rocks. A rock hound will
know which rocks contain useful materials.
Look for minerals in gravel or sand pits,
road cuts, diggings, mountains, hills, and
stream banks.. Keep your rock samples
small. Small ones are easier to carry and
easier to care for.
Safety is very important when on a rock
hunt. Always have an adult with you. Stay
away from dangerous areas like cliffs,
quarries, mines, and mine dump heaps. Be
careful when climbing on rocks. And watch
out for snakes. They may live under rocks,
so always poke around a rock with a long
stick before reaching under it.

I

Collecting rocks is not allowed in

I
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national parks and in many state
parks. Ask permissi.on before you
collect anywhere. If you aren't
permitted to collect rock samples,
take pictures of your findings to use
in a display.

sample
• A small notebook and pencil for
recording where and when
you found a sample; number
each sample in the notebook
• Heavy gloves for rough work
• A small day pack for carrying

equipment and rocks
Geologist's Equipment
l\lm r.1/,

• Written or verbal permission to
collect roe.ks
• Safety glasses to protect your

eyes
• A pocket magnifier for seeing
things up close
• A geologist's harnrniPr for
pu11ing roe.ks out of hillsides
and breaking them open
• A cold chisel, half an inch to 1
inch wide, for chipping stone
with" barnrn..r and for
digging things loose
• Clear plastic food storage bags;
write the number of the rock
sample on paper and slip it
into the bag with the rock

Your Collection
You can display your rock collection by
putting your rocks in egg cartons, or you
can make dividers for shoeboxes. On each
rock specimen, paint a spot of quick-drying
white enamel. When it is dry, write a
number on the spot with a dark felt-tip pen.
For each specimen, keep a card with that
number. The card is where you will record
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what the specimen is and where and when
you found it.

Iwith your family or den.
Using a guide to rocks and minerals,
identify what you have collected or taken
pictures of. With a magnifying glass, take a
closer look at your collection. Do you see
anything different when looking up close?
Share what you see with your family or den.

Geologists use the following tests to
identify minerals.
• Color test Scratch the specimen on a
plate of unglazed porcelain or the
back of a piece of tile. The color that
appears helps to identify it.

REQUDlEMENT 3A I Identify the roc:b
you saw on your rock hunt. Use the
information in your handbook to
determine which types of roc:b you

• Luster test How does the specimen
look when light is reflected from it?
Is it shiny, dull, or greasy?

have collected.

• Cleavage test: How does it split or
break up? Does it turn into powder
or split in layers? Ifit breaks into
crystals, how many sides does a
crystal have?

REQUIREMENT 3B I With a magnifying

gl•a•, take a closer look at your
collection. Determine any differences
between your apecimena.

IREQUIREMENT

3C I Share what

you see

I

• Chemical test Does it contain
limestone? If a drop of vinegar
bubbles on it, the answer is yes.

• Hardness test: How hard is it? See the
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Igneous .Rocks

hardness scale in requirement 4.
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Kinds of Rocks
All rocks belong to one of the three main
groups that make up the Earth's crust. They
are
igneous,
sedimentary,
and
metamorphic rocks.

Sediment is gravel, sand, clay, or soil that
settles and hardens out of water in
riverbeds, ponds, lakes, and oceans.
Sediment may contain shells and skeletons.
Sedimentary rock is formed in layers, like a
giant cake, after sediment has been under
great pressure for millions of years. If the
sediment was originally sand, it becomes
sandstone. Clay turns into shale. Shells and
skeletons make limestone. Small pebbles
and sand form conglomerate.
Sedimentary Rocks

Igneous Rock
Conglomanlo

Igneous rock is any rock made by cooling
magma (hot, molten material that flows
under the Earth's surface) or lava (molten
rock that comes out of a volcano). Examples
of igneous rock include basalt, granite, and
obsidian.

Umostof11

Sw1dstoflo

Sholl

Metamorphic Rock
Metamorphic rock has been through a
process much like baking. (Meta means
changed, and morp//ic means form.) The
change is caused by intense heat and great
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pressure deep in the earth. Under these
conditions, sedimentary limestone becomes
marble. Sedimentary sandstone turns into
quartzite. Igneous granite changes into
gneiss (pronounced "nice").
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Metamorphic Rocks
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Useful Minerals
The Earth contains many useful
minerals. Some, like silica (sand), are easy to
see and collect. Others, like iron and zinc, are
found in rocks. They must be removed from
the rock by a process called smelting or
refining.
There are three categories of useful
minerals: metals, nonmetallic minerals, and
fuels.

Examples of Minerals

I ISed to tlbffk tto,_, ~••
dat"Onds and ,-..1Qill!'S •en pr. JSeC ln
Je•elry 6"' I loa-ard •h<1 ere me osed
11ft O!,ier •ays o.arr.onds ~ so hard t ~
!ney ere IIMd in c:gn1ng ~ g,-incting toots.
alld help fOCld rho lg.ltr in , _
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Crystals
crystal is a group of atoms that come
together in a certain way to form a
molecule. Each kind of crystal has special
and unique characteristics and shapes. For
example, sugar crystals are oval-shaped and
slanted at the ends, while salt crystals are in
A
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the shape of little cubes. Crystals can be used
in many ways: for eating, like sugar and
salt, or as jewelry! Diamonds, rubies,
sapphires, and emeralds are all different
kinds of crystals, formed by different
elements and atoms.

The Weathering and Erosion of
Rocks

similar to wrinkles in the soil Glaciers,
which are huge pieces of ice, move slowly
down a mountain with the force of gravity.

The weight of the glacier presses into the
ground, forcing it apart and separating
rocks. During the movement of glaciers,
some of the ice also melts and refreezes as it
moves, continuing to pick up rock pieces,
dragging them across other rocks in the
glacier's path, and breaking them into even
smaller pieces.

Weathering is what happens when rocks
and minerals break apart because of water,
ice, wind, heat, or cold. Erosion is what
happens when the pieces caused by
weathering are carried away. Weathering
and erosion are important parts of geology.

Ice Erosion
Ice is another strong force that causes
large amounts of physical erosion. In
mountainous locations in the world, the
rock and soil are commonly frozen
together. Ice grows in the cracks of the
rocks and pushes the rock particles apart.
When the water melts and freezes again, it
moves the particles away from each other
and the process repeats itself. When water
flows down a hillside, it can cause erosion

Wind Erosion
The movement of the wind erodes and
creates different landforms. Wind is an
invisible force that includes small pieces of
rocks and minerals. This kind of erosion is
not very strong because it takes a lot of
energy to transport sand and dust. This type
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of erosion is known for smoothing the
earth around us. Every time there is wind,
the erosion impact can break off smaller
pieces of larger rock. Sometimes the little
rock pieces break into even smaller pieces.
These smaller pieces can stay where the
wind carries them until water washes them
to another location, waiting for wind
erosion to carry them away again.

Rushing water can also cause mudslides.
The force of the rushing water causes sharp
edges of rocks to knock loose, which creates
smoothness. Water erosion has caused
geological landforms such as canyons and
rivers. The Grand Canyon, which is a mile
deep and 277 miles long, was formed by
water erosion.

Fossils
Water Erosion
Have you ever noticed that rocks in
riverbeds and on lake and ocean shores are
small and smooth? That's because of water
erosion. Water causes a great deal of
physical erosion. When rain falls heavily,
flooding can happen, changing everything
that the fast-moving waters carry with it.

You may find fossils while you are
looking for rock specimens. A fossil is a
trace of animal or plant life from millions of
years ago that has hardened in rock. A fossil
may be a print of a shell or the skeleton of a
fish or bird. It may be a dinosaur's track or a
leaf or flower print.
Would you believe that fossils from the
sea can be found in a desert? It's true! This
means that the spot where they were found
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was once an ocean floor. Certain plants and
animals live in hot climates, but their fossils
have been found in cold countries. This
means that these areas were not always
cold.

layers of sedimentary rock.

REQUIREMENT 4A I With your family
or den, make a mineral test kit, and
test rocb according to the Moha scale
of mineral hardneu.

REQUIREMENT 4B I Jl.ecord the reaulu
in your handbook.
Wind and water erosion have changed
the earth's landscape and helped to move
fossils and other geological items over time.
Fossils have even been discovered on top of
mountains.
Sedimentary rock usually contains
fossils. Geologists study the rock layer in
which the fossils were found. Then they can
tell when the country was warm and for
how long. Fossils show us what plants and
trees lived millions of years ago and where.
They show the changes that have happened
through the years. You probably can find
fossils in your own neighborhood. Look in
diggings, road cuts, or stream bankswherever cuts have been made through

A long time ago, a geologist named
Friedrich Mohs figured out that you can test
the hardness of rocks and minerals by
seeing whether they can scratch other
materials or whether other materials can
scratch them. He created a scale that gives
different rocks and minerals hardness
values from l to 10.
Mohs Hardness Scale
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Many experienced rock collectors carry a
mineral testing kit on their rock-hunting
trips to test hardness and other mineral
characteristics. Knowing the hardness of a
mineral will not always tell you its identity,
but it will help rule out some possibilities.
You can buy a mineral testing kit, but it's
more fun to make one yourself using
materials you can find around the house or
buy cheaply.

Here's what you n.eed:
• Penny
• Small piece of glass

• Piece of unglazed tile
• File or pocket knife
• Small bottle of vinegar
• Eyedropper
• Rocks

Here's how to use your kit:
Step 1. Scratch the tile with your rock to
determine the "streak" of the mineral The
streak is the color of the resulting powder.
It's usually a more consistent color than the
apparent color of the mineral. You can refer
to a mineral identification chart to find out
what minerals have this streak.
Step 2. Use the eyedropper to put a drop of
vinegar on the mineral If the vinegar fizzes,
that means the mineral contains calcium
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carbonate.
Step 3. Test the hardness of the mineral by
trying to scratch it, in order, with your
fingernail, the penny, and the file or knife.
Then, try to scratch the file or knife and the
glass with the mineral. Refer to the chart to
determine the mineral's hardness. For
example, if you can scratch the mineral
with your fingernail, it measures 1 or 2 on
the scale. If the mineral can scratch the file
or knife, it measures at least 7 on the scale.

Hardness tests

REQUIREMENT 5 I With your family or
den, identify on a road map of your
state some geological features in your

area.

Streak test for color

Labeling

ce

Geological features are all around us.
Mountains, plains, lakes, rivers, swamps,
and caves are just some of the natural
features that may be found near where you
live. And there may be man-made features
like dams, quarries, mines, canals, and
channelized streams.
Mark some of those features on a map of
your area. Try to imagine what forces
created them. Imagine going back in time to
see how those features were created.
While you're exploring the past, see if
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you can discover how your area has
changed over thousands and even millions
of years. (A good place to start is a local
science or natural history museum.)
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• During the Wisconsin Glacial Episode
(85,000 to 11,000 years ago), glaciers
covered Canada, New England, the
Upper Midwest, and parts ofldaho,
Montana, and Washington.
• In the 20th century, the U.S.
government built dams on many
rivers to control flooding and
generate hydroelectric power. One of
the most famous, the Hoover Dam,
impounds Lake Meade in Nevada
and Arizona.

REQlJIREMENT 6A I Identify some of
the geological huildiog materiala med
in building your home.

You may discover things like this:

• During the Devonian Period (408
million to 360 million years ago), a
shallow sea covered much of eastern
North America from New York
through Kentucky to Texas.
• The Colorado River has been forming
the Grand Canyon for the past 17
million years.

REQUIREMENT 6B

I Identify

IOIDe

of

the geological mPerl•b med around
your community.

REQUIREMENT 6C I Record the itema

you find.
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Although your home may be made
mostly of wood products, plenty of
geological building materials went into it as
well. The chart shows some common
geological materials used in construction.
Can you add others?

'11le Lincoln Memorial is made of marble.
Geological Materials in Construction
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Here are a few places to look for some
types ofrocks in the city:

•Granite. This strong igneous rock is
used often in city buildings. Look for
it on the outside of buildings. It can
be gray, pink, or a deeper rose color.
It has a speckled pattern. The darkest
flecks are mica crystals, and the
glasslike areas are quartz crystals.
You can find both rough and
polished granite in buildings.

• Sandstone. 1n eastern cities, many
older homes called brownstones
were built of brick and then covered
with brown sandstone blocks.

•Slate. This metamorphic rock,
changed by heat and pressure, was
once clay. It can be split into slabs.
You might find an old sidewalk
made of gray slate. Chalkboards in
schools used to be made of smooth
black slate. Some roofs are made of
slate.
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The Washington National cathedral is
made of limestone.
• Marble. Look for marble in the lobbies
of office buildings and banks. A
streaky, swirling pattern of mixed
color and a smooth, shiny surface
will be the main clues. Marble comes
in many different colors. The main
color might be black, gray, green,
pink, or white. You can find marble
in museums and parks, too. Pure
white marble is often used for
sculptures, statues, and monuments.

I
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IREQUJREMBNT 71Do efthe,- 7a m 7b:
REQUlREMENT 7A I Go on an outing
with your family or den to one of the

nearby locatiolu you discovered on
your state map, and record what you
see u you look at the geographical
aurrnundlnp. Share with your family
or den while on this outing what you
notice that might change this location
in the futur,e (wind, water, ice,
drought, erosion).

IREQUIRl!MENT 7B IDo the,........., I
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i. Withyourfamilyoryourden, visit
with a geologist or earth scientist
and disc,,ver the many career
fields that are included in the
science ofgeology.
ii. Ask the geologist or earth scientist

about the importance offossils
that are found.
iii. Ask the geologist or earth scientist
what you can do to help preserve
our natural resources.

Taking a Geological Field Trip
Natural forces like wind, water, and
earthquakes helped create the geological
features you see around where you live. And
those and other forces continue to change
the environment.
Visit one of the locations you discovered
in requirement 5. Try to imagine how the
location could change in the future and
what forces might cause those changes. Tell
your family or den what you discovered.

My state

Geological features found in my state
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• What field of geology do you work in?

I visited

• What other kinds of geologists do you
work with?
• What education is required to be a
geologist?
• How can Webelos Scouts help
preserve our natural resources?

Geological forces that may change
this location in the future

REQUIR.EMENT 8 I Do at least one earth
science demonatt'ation or
investigation with your den or with

adult superviaion, and explore geology
in action.

Geologists learn important facts by
conducting experiments. You can do the
same thing by conducting demonstrations
and investigations Ii ke these.

Visiting With a Geologist
One of the best ways to learn about
geology is to meet with a geologist.
At your meeting, ult questions like these:

Be sure to wear safety glasses when

conducting any science
investigations.
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Sedimentary Layer Simulation
Use this simulation to learn how
sedimentary layers are formed and what
they look like.

cement and make a layer of each. When the
box is filled, let the ''rock" harden for a few
days. Cut away the box and you'll have a fair
approximation of sedimentary layers.

Materials:

• Shoebox
• Aluminum foil
• String
• Sand
• Pebbles
• Powdered clay
• Cement

Crystal Garden

• Safety glasses

Materials:

• Plaster of paris
• Shells
• Water
Line the box with aluminum foil and tie
string around the sides so the box won't
break or bulge when you fill it. Fill the box
halfway with water. Put in a half-inch-deep
mixture of sand and cement and let it settle.
Then put in half-inch layers of plaster of
paris and clay. Let each layer settle. Mix
pebbles and shells with a small amount of

• 6 tablespoons of water
• 1 tablespoon of ammonia
• 6 tablespoons of laundry bluing
• 6 teaspoons of salt
• 6 pieces of charcoal (the kind used for
outdoor cooking)
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• Water
Put each kind of rock in a separate water
bottle. Label each bottle with the rock type.
Fill each bottle about half full with water
(enough water so the rocks are covered).
Freeze the bottles in a freezer, then take
them out and let them thaw. Repeat the
freezing/thawing process four or five more
times. Take out the rocks and observe
which rocks were damaged the most.
Mix the water, ammonia, bluing, and salt
in a bowl. Put the charcoal in a pie pan. Pour
the liquid over the pieces of charcoal. Put
the pie pan in a warm place where the water
will evaporate quickly. When the water has
evaporated, a "garden" of crystals will have
grown.

Impact of Water Investigation
.Materials:

• Sedimentary rocks (like limestone or
sandstone)
• Igneous rocks (like granite or pumice)
• Metamorphic rocks (like marble or
slate)
• Water bottles

